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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Modeling large scale and rare-interaction users are the two major challenges in recommender systems, which derives big gaps
between researches and applications. Facing to millions or even
billions of users, it is hard to store and leverage personalized preferences with a user embedding matrix in real scenarios. And many
researches pay attention to users with rich histories, while users
with only one or several interactions are the biggest part in real
systems. Previous studies make efforts to handle one of the above
issues but rarely tackle efficiency and cold-start problems together.
In this work, a novel user preference representation called Preference Hash (PreHash) is proposed to model large scale users, including rare-interaction ones. In PreHash, a series of buckets are
generated based on users’ historical interactions. Users with similar preferences are assigned into the same buckets automatically,
including warm and cold ones. Representations of the buckets are
learned accordingly. Contributing to the designed hash buckets,
only limited parameters are stored, which saves a lot of memory for
more efficient modeling. Furthermore, when new interactions are
made by a user, his buckets and representations will be dynamically
updated, which enables more effective understanding and modeling
of the user. It is worth mentioning that PreHash is flexible to work
with various recommendation algorithms by taking the place of
previous user embedding matrices. We combine it with multiple
state-of-the-art recommendation methods and conduct various experiments. Comparative results on public datasets show that it not
only improves the recommendation performance but also significantly reduces the number of model parameters. To summarize,
PreHash has achieved significant improvements in both efficiency
and effectiveness for recommender systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recommender system has become essential in various web services.
However, due to millions or even billions of users and recommendation candidates every day, it is not easy to design an efficient and
effective recommendation algorithm in real scenarios.
The personalized preference feature vector for each user is the
key to the recommendation. Most of the previously proposed models generate a preference feature vector for each user and store them
together as a feature matrix. For example, Matrix Factorization (MF)
based Collaborative Filtering (CF) methods usually represent each
user as a specific vector [16, 22, 23]. Some recent deep recommendation models also use an embedding layer to map each user to a
preference vector [14, 25, 39] (the feature matrix is in the embedding
layer). Most of them achieved excellent performance.
However, these methods can hardly apply to real-world recommender systems due to the massive number of users. Different
from CF models proposed in research, most of the current deep
neural models in large-scale real-world recommender systems are
feature-based models, like Wide&Deep [5] proposed by Google
and DeepFM [8] by Huawei. The reason is that storing such a user
embedding matrix has too many parameters, which brings unacceptable memory cost and significantly slows down the model. On
the other hand, there are always users with few interactions (ColdStart Problem). Feature vectors of cold users may result in poor
effectiveness, and for most algorithms, we cannot update users’
feature vectors unless retraining the whole model.
In previous studies, considering the efficiency, some models, such
as FISM [20] and AutoRec [33], represent each user as a set of items
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he/she has interacted. For example, a simple way to form the user
preference vector is by summing up vectors of items the user has
interacted with. But in the cold scenario, there is limited interaction
history to capture user preferences. To tackle this problem, some
researchers try to utilize some side information, such as content
features [34] and social information [18], to learn a representation
of the user. However, side information is not always available and
cannot fully show his/her personal preferences. Some hybrid algorithms combine content features with personalized user vectors
(usually stored in a user preference matrix), while they still have
unacceptable memory and time cost.
Different from previous studies that focus on handling one of the
challenges, we propose a user preference representation methodology called Preference Hash (PreHash) to tackle the two problems
together. It is not an independent but a flexible module that takes
the place of user embedding matrices in various previous models.
PreHash learns a user’s preference vector in a new way, which has
two parts: the history part and the hash part. Both parts represent
user preferences in a more efficient way than using a feature matrix.
The history part uses an attention network to find information
related to the target item in the user’s history interactions and then
forms a user history preference vector. It dynamically captures user
preferences in different aspects. In the hash part, there are some
buckets, and each of them stores the preferences of similar users.
The most important function of the hash part is that for each input
user, it tries to find some warm users who have interacted with
similar items as the target user who might have rare interacts. In
this way, the model makes better preference modeling by referring
to the interaction history of warm users for target ones no matter
whether they are cold not not. It helps in real applications where
warm users only take a small proportion of the total.
Furthermore, PreHash stores a much smaller matrix of preference vectors rather than an entire user vector matrix. Also, by
representing users as their interacted items and some similar warm
users, their representations are updated online (without retraining
the model), which also shows the efficiency of our model. In the
experiments conducted on different large-scale datasets, by taking
the place of the user embedding matrix, PreHash is verified to be
helpful to multiple models in different scenarios. In summary, PreHash not only significantly reduces the number of parameters but
also help improves the recommendation performance.
The main contributions of this work are listed as follows:
(1) PreHash is a flexible user preference representation module
that helps previous models to deploy in real-world systems. It significantly reduces the model parameters and works well on both
rich-history and rare-interaction users. Thus it is a meaningful trial
to bridge the gap between research and industry applications.
(2) In the proposed PreHash, users’ preferences are dynamically
updated when they make new interactions, and no re-train is required as fix user embedding matrix does in previous work. It not
only boosts the performance of normal users but also handles with
cold-start ones.
(3) Experimental results on multiple large-scale real-world datasets
show that PreHash is flexible to work with various recommendation algorithms and is able to improve the recommendation performances significantly. It helps various models apply in the real
large-scale recommendation scenario.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 User Preferences in Traditional
Recommendation Algorithms
Traditional recommendation algorithms include two major approaches, i.e., Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based (CB)
methods. CF methods are based on the user-item interactions, which
can either use explicit user feedback [23, 32] or implicit user feedback [15, 16, 31]. Matrix Factorization (MF) is the most typical
implementation of CF. Some famous recommendation algorithms
such as BiasedMF [23] and SVDPP [22] are all based on MF. Preferences of users are stored in the user embedding matrix, which is not
suitable for large-scale users, as well as users with rare interactions.
The main idea of CB methods is to take advantage of the content information of the users and items, such as income & occupations of users, textual descriptions of books, melodies of music,
and names of items. By analyzing the interaction data, CB methods model the latent relationship between those features and user
preferences [30]. For example, Basu et al. use hybrid features that
combine elements of social and content-based information, making
it possible to achieve more accurate recommendations [1]. However,
CB methods usually perform no better than CF methods, which
directly model user preferences by history interactions.
Although traditional recommendation algorithms have achieved
excellent performance and been widely used for many years, they
are weak in modeling non-linear high-order feature interactions.

2.2

User Representation in Deep
Recommendation Models

Deep neural networks can model non-linear features and their highorder interactions. In recent years, the influence of deep learning
has spread to the areas of information retrieval and recommendation. It helps to enhance the ability of traditional methods to model
the non-linearity in data. For example, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) helps model the visual information [9, 11]. Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) can be used to model the text data [24, 43].
They all can help form better user representations. But most of
them embed user preferences into the ID embeddings. A huge user
embedding matrix limits the application of these models in realworld recommender systems with millions or even billions of users.
Besides, they are also suffering from the cold-start problem.
There also exist some models which take both content features
as well as end-to-end ID embeddings as input features. For example,
Wide&Deep [5] proposed by Google combines the deep neural
network with a linear model. In the NFM [12] and DeepFM [8],
both sparse IDs and content features are embedded into vectors to
model feature interaction. These methods have shown remarkable
performance on many datasets. However, in practical large-scale
industrial systems, they cannot take user IDs as inputs for the
model size and efficiency. Although better modeling the content
features is helpful, collaborative filtering is important for effective
recommendations to capture personalized user preferences.

2.3

Cold-Start Recommendation

The cold-start problem must be carefully considered. There are usually a large number of users with only a few historical interactions,
which makes it hard for the model to capture their preferences.
Many approaches utilize user content information and combine

the CF and CB to handle the cold-start problems [29, 37]. Some
proposed models adaptively balance the importance of different
types of information for each user-item pair [34].
There are also other kinds of information that can be used to
improve the cold-start recommendation, such as social relationships
between users, cross-domain, and cross-media information. Based
on the idea that users who have social relationships may have
similar preferences, many efforts have been made to make use of
social information [2, 18, 42]. Transfer learning methods try to
learn users’ preferences from other domains and apply them to the
current domain, and some remarkable improvements have been
achieved [7, 26, 28, 40]. Besides, Ma et al. [27] introduce users’
content information from other platforms (user posts on Twitter) to
learn extra user features for the recommendation. Their proposed
model outperforms other methods in cold-start scenarios.
However, although these methods with side information help,
side information is not always available. Besides, most of the mentioned models make predictions in a hybrid way, which do not
consider memory and time cost in real-world systems.

3 USER PREFERENCE HASH
3.1 General Idea
The basic idea of PreHash is to learn a user’s preference vector in
two ways:
(1) Items that the user interacted recently.
(2) Other users that have similar preferences to this user.
Specially, PreHash uses a history part to model a user’s history
preferences (user history vector) from his/her interaction history.
An attention network is used to retrieve the preferences related to
the target item. Besides, to find users have similar preferences to
this user, we design a hash part to model his/her hash preference
vector (user hash vector). Finally, a Route Attention is adopted to
combine the two parts (history vector and hash vector) and get the
final user preference vector.
Note that in PreHash, it is unnecessary to maintain all users’
feature vectors. For each warm user, the hash vector directly comes
from a specific bucket vector. It is just like the lookup of an embedding matrix. But different from one-to-one user embedding matrix,
in PreHash, users with fewer interactions will also store their preferences in these buckets (training the embeddings). Allocating each
warm user with one fixed bucket reduces the conflicts of storing
their preferences and provides more stable and dense CF. Sharing
buckets of warm users with others helps recommend to users without sufficient history. Detail information will be introduced in the
next sessions.
PreHash is more about a module that improves existing deep
models to be able to work in the real large-scale environment. In
which case is more flexible than previously proposed methods. To
introduce the proposed PreHash and how it works with previous
recommendation methods clearly, we take BiasedMF [23] as the
base model and propose PreHash enhanced BiasedMF, which is
noted as BiasedMFPreHash . Note that BiasedMFPreHash is an example
for introducing PreHash module, PreHash is able to work with other
models too. Figure 1 is an overview of BiasedMFPreHash .
In recommendation tasks, suppose there are a set of n users
U = {ui } and a set of m items V = {v j }. We use the bold fonts to

represent vectors, such as u and v are the vectors of user u and item
v respectively. The original prediction of BiasedMF comes from the
dot product of user vector u and item vector v, plus the biases:
p = u⊤ v + bu + bv + bд

(1)

where bu , bv , bд are the user, item, and global bias respectively.
BiasedMF stores a user preference matrix U, in which each column
is a user’s preference vector. The proposed PreHash improves the
BiasedMF by substituting the function of the user vector matrix
and generating a user representation u ′ to replace u. In this way,
PreHash saves a large number of parameters and helps generate
better preference vectors for each user.
In the following subsections, we will introduce the two parts in
PreHash module one by one.

3.2

History Part

As shown in Figure 1, PreHash generates user history vectors according to their interaction history in History Part. For each user
u, the l items he/she has interacted with are noted as v 1u ...vlu . The
history part builds a history vector of each user to capture his/her
preferences from interacted items. Considering that items reveal
different aspects of user preferences. For a specific target item, user
history interactions have different importance. So PreHash uses an
attention network (History Attention) to adaptively weight-sum
the item vectors:
exp(v⊤ vuj )
w lj = Í
l
exp(v⊤ vuk )
k =1
(2)
l
√ Õ
l u
v
w j vj
u = l
j=1

where v is the vector of the target item, w lj is the attention weight of
the j-th interacted item in the user history. The user history vector
v
u
√ comes from the weighted sum of the interacted items’ vectors.
l is the history length normalization by taking the number of historical interactions into consideration. We believe that embedding
the richness information of user history into their vectors is helpful,
especially to consider whether he/she is a warm user.
Our PreHash has mainly two advantages of taking this kind of
attention:
• Items, which a user interacted with, are consistent with user
preferences to a different extent. Some items are typical representatives, but others may not. For example, buying some clothes may
reveal a user’s favorite color, but buying some daily necessities, like
a bottle of water, contains less information.
• To predict whether a user likes a target item, it is corresponding
to some specific aspects in the user preferences. The attention
network is right suitable here to adaptively select the relevant
items in the user history to capture the user preference to the target
item. For example, if the model wants to predict whether a user
likes iPhone or not, it should better consider the digital products
the user bought but not books.
Note that as the user interacting with more items, new users will
become rare-interaction users and finally warm users. The history
part directly takes user history as input, so there is no need to
retrain the model, which is a significant difference with the user
preference matrix based methods. The user history vector uv is
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Figure 1: An example of BiasedMFPreHash (PreHash enhanced BiasedMF).
then fed into the hash part for further use. Besides, it is a part of
the final generated user preference vector too.

3.3

Hash Part

Only with the history vector is not enough to capture the user
preference, as some fresh users do not have sufficient historical
feedback (their history vectors provide limited information). So we
design a hash part to get a user’s additional preference features
based on previous warm users who interact with similar items to
the target user. Warm users are users who have interacted with
a lot of items, and the system knows their preferences well. The
function of the hash part is to store and calculate the preferences
of all users with limited spaces.
In the hash part, users with similar preferences share some buckets to store their preferences. In this way, these warm users are
referenced when there come other users. It will be very helpful
when there are rare-interaction users. Besides, as the user interacting with more items, his/her hash vectors will also dynamically
change. It is different from the user embedding matrix and significantly reduces the requirements and costs for retraining the
model.
The hash part mainly consists of three components, namely hash
buckets, hierarchical hash, and top-k weighted. The workflow is
shown in Figure 1, and we will introduce them one by one.
3.3.1 Hash Buckets. Suppose we have h(h ≪ n) buckets A = {ai },
and their vectors are a1 ...ah (h = 4 in Figure 1). The buckets are
used to store the preferences of some similar users. Firstly, we bind
each bucket ai with a warm user uai . We call these selected warm
users “Anchor User” and their final hash vectors directly comes
from the corresponding hash buckets ai , i.e.:
(
ai ,
u j is an anchor user
h
uj =
(3)
hash(uvj ), otherwise
where hash(·) is the hash part which can be regarded as a function
that takes the user history vector as input and output the user hash
vector. We bind each bucket an anchor user for mainly the following
reasons:
• These buckets provide references for users to enrich their preference representations. We need sufficient information (preferences
of warm users) stored in each bucket.
• Warm users have plenty of history interactions, and their
preferences usually have more clear difference with each other
than among other users. Using one bucket to store multiple warm
users affects the accuracy of modeling preferences of these users.

• In the user matrix of BiasedMF and many other similar models,
there are a large number of vectors of rare-interaction users contains little information, which wastes a lot of resources. Obtaining
the vector of anchor users is similar to the user embedding matrix
that maps a user to a vector, but PreHash only builds that matrix
for anchor users. Besides, we know that CF works better in dense
data than sparse data. Conducting CF among anchor users are more
efficient and effective. In this way, PreHash significantly reduces the
model parameters but remains the CF process between the anchor
users.
• Other users with fewer history interactions are dynamically
hashed to different buckets as they interact with more and more
items, and we should not fix their hash vectors. But these warm
users have more stable history preferences, and it will not bring
too much deviation if we fix their preference vectors.
These warm users can be predefined in various ways, whether
manually selecting or by some clustering methods. For simplicity,
we choose the users with the most interactions in our implementation here.
For other users, PreHash uses a hierarchical hash to find the
top related buckets, and weight-sums these bucket vectors to form
the preference hash vector. Vectors of buckets are also trained by
interactions of these users, so their preferences are distributed in
the corresponding buckets. The difference to the anchor users is
that each of them does not have a specific fixed bucket to store
their preferences but shares with others. And their buckets may
dynamically change as they interacted with more items.
3.3.2 Hierarchical Hash. To better calculate a specific user’s preference vector, we design a hierarchical hash structure in PreHash.
The structure will be able to find useful buckets that store the
preferences of users who have interacted with similar items.
With the history vector uv of a user as the input, hierarchical
hash works like a fully-connected tree where the root node allocates
its weight to children nodes and finally leaves (various buckets).
Let nij denotes the j-th node in layer i. Each node nij has a decision
vector nij , and it inherits a relevance weight r ji from its parent node.
Suppose that node nij has c children nodes (ni+1
...ni+1
), then it
k
k+c−1
i
allocates the weight r j to them by:
j+1

i
r ki+1
+x = r j Í

exp(uv ⊤ nk +x )

c−1
v ⊤ n j+1 )
y=0 exp(u
k +y

,

x = 0, ..., c − 1

(4)

where r ki+1
is the relevance weight of the x-th child. Note that
+x
relevance weights of all nodes on the same level have a total of
Í
1, e.g., j r ji = 1, and initially, on the root r 11 = 1. The number of
leaves equals to the number of buckets, and finally, the relevance
weights of leaves are the weights of buckets corresponding to the
current user history. The decision nodes here are somehow similar
to the keys in memory networks. The functions of them are both
to get the relevance weights of all the buckets (memory slots). Note
that the designed hash structure is different from existing memory
networks in various aspects. The detailed comparison is shown in
Section 3.3.4.
As there are often thousands and even more representative anchor users in large-scale data, it is a little hard to differentiate these
buckets in one step. So we propose a hierarchical hash structure to
spread the load and achieve the goal step by step. It automatically
clusters the users at different levels. We use three layers in our
experiments. More or fewer layers are also tried, but this setting
provides a more stable result.
3.3.3 Top-K Weighted Sum. To form the user preference hash vector, instead of the weighted sum of all the buckets, PreHash only
considers the most related K buckets. The reason is that it takes
much time and space to weight-sum such a large number of bucket
vectors. It is also unnecessary because the weights usually have
long-tail small values (which contribute little even considering
them but significantly increase the cost of back-propagation). Let
r j from the last layer in the hierarchical hash denote the relevance
weight of bucket a j . When making predictions, the intuitive idea is
to calculate the preference hash vector of user u as follows:
K
Õ
1
uh = ÍK
r t j at j
j=1 r t j j=1

(5)

uh = ÍK

1

j=1 r s j j=1

r s j as j

3.3.4 Comparison with Memory Networks. The hash part has similar functions as some memory networks [4, 17, 35]. Both of them
find some relevant buckets/slots and weight-sum the corresponding
vectors to generate a new vector. However, there are five major
differences between the hash part and a memory network:
(1) Regular key-value memory networks in recommendation
usually have no more than one hundred of slots [4, 17, 36]. The
number of buckets in the hash part is more than thousands, which
is much larger. (2) Each anchor user is bound to a specific bucket
and skips the hierarchical hash procedure. Memory networks have
no such direct visit (e.g., anchor users will get their hash vectors
directly). (3) Due to a large number of hash buckets, the hash process
has a hierarchical design. Memory networks usually use one layer
of memory keys, which directly map to slots. (4) The hash part
weight-sums some of the buckets for the efficiency. Otherwise, it
will take much more time to train and run the module. Memory
networks usually take all the memory slots. (5) During the training,
the hash part selects the buckets randomly rather than according
to the hash weights. This way provides an exploration of different
hash buckets. Otherwise, the performance of the hash cannot be
guaranteed. Memory networks always refer to the relevance weight.
From the comparison, it can be concluded that a regular memory
network cannot achieve the same functions as the hash part. Each
bucket of the hash part refers to a cluster. The hash part is more
suitable for storing a large number of clusters and estimating which
buckets the input may belong to. Memory networks are usually used
to store and retrieve information. Information in memory networks
are heterogeneous, and slots have different latent meanings.

3.4

where t 1 ...t K are the indexes of the largest K relevance weights and
thus at0 ...at K are the most relevant K bucket vectors. K is usually
much smaller than the number of hash buckets, i.e., K ≪ h.
However, if we keep always considering the top-K relevant buckets during the training process, we observe that the module tends
to visit only a small number of buckets and performs badly. We
think the reason is that some well-trained bucket vectors get higher
weights than others. If the module always focuses on the vectors
with the largest weights during training, they will be trained to
store the preferences of too many users. Thus, many other buckets are never visited, and their corresponding decision nodes are
rarely trained. These buckets have no chance to be updated and
keep irrelevant. To tackle the problem, PreHash chooses K random
buckets when training each sample:
K
Õ

improves the users with similar preferences. Finally, the module is
expected to calculate the relevance for all the buckets properly.

(6)

where t 1 ...t K are K randomly selected indexes. In this way, for each
training sample, PreHash explores some random buckets for the
target user. The module is then trained to increase the weights
of relevant buckets and decrease those irrelevant. The procedure
can be regarded as an exploration of trying different buckets. Each
sample visits different buckets in different epochs. The hash part
takes the user history vectors as input, so better hashing a user also

Module Output

To generate the final user preference vector, PreHash uses an attention network (named as Route Attention) to combine the vector
of uv from History Part and uh from Hash Part. The user history
vector uv records the preferences from the items the user has interacted with. The user hash vector uh provides preferences of
other users who have interacted with similar items. For a user with
plenty of historical feedbacks, uv may be enough to capture his/her
preferences. But for new users, it is better to utilize the uh so as to
explicitly reference the history of other users. It is reasonable and
essential to use the Route Attention to adjust sources of the user
preference vector dynamically.
We combine the two vectors to form the final user representation
u ′ in the following steps.
euv = hT f (Wuv + b),
wuv =

exp(euv )

exp(euv ) + exp(euh )

euh = hT f (Wuh + b)
= 1 − wuh

(7)

u ′ = wuv uv + wuh uh
where W ∈ Rt ×d , b ∈ Rt , h ∈ Rt are the parameters of attention
network, and t denotes the hidden layer size of the attention network and d is the user vector size. f is the non-linear activation
function and we use relu in our implementation.
The user preference u ′ is the final output of PreHash.

3.5

Cooperating with Different Models

PreHash works for models that have a user embedding matrix to
store user vectors. Taking BiasedMF as an example, we replace
the user feature matrix U in BiasedMF with the proposed PreHash
module, as shown in Figure 1. When the preference vector of user
u is needed, instead of searching u from user matrix, PreHash will
calculate u ′ for him/her. The loss function and training strategy of
BiasedMFPreHash are the same as BiasedMF.
PreHash also works similarly for other models. For example, in
Wide&Deep [5], if it takes the user ID as one of the features, there
must be an embedding layer which contains the corresponding
weight matrix. PreHash replaces the user matrix or embedding
layer, which has the same function as taking user IDs as inputs and
outputting the user preference vectors but fewer parameters. The
module parameters include the bucket vectors {ai }, hash decision
node vectors {nij }, and the Route Attention parameters. They all
can be randomly initialized and trained together with these models
with no changes to their loss functions. In the next sections, we
will verify if the proposed PreHash is able to boost the performance
of combined recommendation algorithms.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
4.1 Datasets
We conduct experiments on four public datasets from Amazon in
different categories [10] and the public dataset in RecSys Challenge
2017. Some detailed information of the datasets is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Statistics of evaluation datasets.
Dataset

#Interaction

#User

#Item

Grocery & Gourmet Food
Pet Supplies
Video Games
Books
RecSys Challenge 2017

1,297,156
1,235,316
1,324,753
22,507,156
6,470,857

768,438
740,985
826,767
8,026,324
1,497,020

166,049
103,288
50,210
2,330,066
1,306,054

• Amazon Dataset is a public e-commerce dataset. The dataset
contains reviews and ratings of items given by users on Amazon, a
popular e-commerce website. We use four sub-datasets of different
categories in the whole dataset: Grocery & Gourmet Food, Pet
Supplies, Video Games, and Books. Note that the Books dataset is
much large than others, which is used to verify the efficiency of
PreHash in our experiments.
• RecSys Challenge 2017 (RSC2017) focuses on the job recommendation task. The provided dataset contains plenty of both users
and items features, which is an excellent evaluation scenario for
some features based models like Wide&Deep and ACCM.

4.2

Baselines

In our experiments, PreHash is cooperated and compared with the
following models:
• BiasedMF [23]. It is a famous matrix factorization model.
• NeuMF [14]. It conducts CF with a neural network. It is one
of the most famous neural collaborative filtering models.
• Wide&Deep [5]. It combines the deep neural network and
linear models and takes both content features and ID embeddings
https://www.amazon.com/
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/index.html
http://www.recsyschallenge.com/2017/

as inputs. Wide&Deep is verified as one of the best deep neural
recommendation models in many different scenarios.
• ACCM [34]. It is a state-of-the-art model works on both warm
and cold scenarios by combining the CF and CB.
Besides, we also compared the BiasedMFPreHash and NeuMFPreHash
with some CF models which also take user history as inputs:
• FISM [20]. It is a state-of-the-art item-based CF model in which
the user preference vector comes from the sum of historical item
vectors instead of a user embedding matrix.
• SVD++ [22]. It is a well-known CF method that integrates both
explicit and implicit feedback.

4.3

Training and Evaluation

Each dataset is split into training, validation, and test sets. We
ensure that all users in the validation and test sets have at least
one interaction in the training set. We leave the last two positive
interactions of at most 100,000 users into validation and test sets,
respectively. It is called the leave-one-out evaluation in recommendation, which is widely used in literature [3, 13, 20].
Our experiments are conducted on top-n recommendation tasks.
We use the pair-wise training strategy [31] to train all the models,
including baselines. Pair-wise training is a commonly used training
strategy in many ranking tasks which usually performs better than
point-wise training. For each positive interaction v + , we randomly
sample an item the user dislikes or has never interacted with before
as the negative sample v − in each epoch. Then, the loss function of
the models is:
Õ

L=−
log siдmoid(p(v + ) − p(v − )) + λ Θ ∥Θ∥F2
(8)
v+

where p(v + ) and p(v − ) are the prediction results of v + and v − ,
respectively, and λ Θ ∥Θ∥F2 is the ℓ2 -regularization. The loss function
encourages the predictions of positive interactions to be higher than
the negative samples.
In evaluation, we leave the last positive interaction of at most
100,000 users, and sample 100 v − for each v + . The models are
evaluated according to the rank of v + in these 101 candidates. This
method is widely adopted by previous works [14, 38, 41].
We adopt NDCG@10 [19] to evaluate the top-10 lists of models
and NDCG@1 to assess whether the positive item is ranked first.
Note that NDCG@1 actually equals to Precision@1 (P@1 for short).

4.4

Implementation Details

All the models, including baselines, are trained with Adam [21]
in mini-batches at the size of 128. The learning rate is 0.001, and
early-stopping is conducted according to the performance on the
validation set. Models are trained at most 200 epochs. To prevent
models from overfitting, we use both ℓ2 -regularization and dropout.
The weight of ℓ2 -regularization λ Θ is set between 1×10−7 to 1×10−5
and dropout ratio is set to 0.2. Vector sizes of all the user, item, and
feature vectors are 64. The number of buckets (anchor users) h is
1024, and we select K = 128 of them to form the hash preference
vectors without particular illustrations. For the hierarchical hash,
we use a 3-layer structure with [1-64-1024]. We run the experiments
with 5 different random seeds and report the average results. All
models are trained with a GPU (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti)
with 11GB GPU memory. Codes are provided at https://github.com/
THUIR/PreHash.

Table 2: Performance on Amazon datasets.
Grocery & Gourmet Food

Pet Supplies

Video Games

Books

NDCG@10

P@1

NDCG@10

P@1

NDCG@10

P@1

NDCG@10

P@1

BiasedMF [23]
NeuMF [14]
SVD++ [22]
FISM [20]

0.4014
0.3788
0.3990
0.4143

0.2386
0.2174
0.2372
0.2553

0.4667
0.4334
0.4717
0.4911

0.2733
0.2442
0.3030
0.3047

0.4919
0.4410
0.4857
0.4929

0.2849
0.2401
0.3106
0.2921

Out Of Memory1
Out Of Memory
Out Of Memory
0.4669
0.3198

NeuMFPreHash

0.3772

0.2373

0.4829

0.3062

0.5391

0.3448

0.4687

0.3259

BiasedMFPreHash

0.4127

0.2647*

0.5102*

0.3310*

0.5720*

0.3772*

0.5265*

0.3842*

1. Out of GPU memory during the training process, same for other tables.
*. Significantly better than the other models with p < 0.05, same for other tables.
(NeuMFPreHash ) makes great improvements to the original BiasedMF
(NeuMF) and other baselines, showing the effectiveness of PreHash.
We conduct some experiments on various datasets to answer the
The reason is that for all users, the history part of PreHash dynamifollowing research questions:
cally retrieves the preferences related to the target item in the user
RQ1 Does the proposed PreHash improve the recommendation
history. And for each target user, the hash part helps find some
effectiveness?
related buckets storing the preferences of users interacted with
RQ2 Does PreHash improve the model efficiency?
similar items. Their history helps recommend to the target user,
RQ3 Does PreHash work for different models?
especially for those rare-interaction users. In this way, PreHash
RQ4 Does PreHash provide better recommendations for rare-interaction improves the performance of both rich-history and rare-interaction
users?
users. PreHash makes greater improvements on Video Games because the dataset has much fewer items than the others. With
5.1 Effectiveness of PreHash
sufficient interactions, all items representations are learned well
To answer RQ1 and verify PreHash improves the performance of
and help better form the user preference vector in PreHash. Note
recommendation models, we combine the PreHash with BiasedMF
the origin BiasedMF and NeuMF cannot be trained on our devices
and NeuMF.
because of the limitation of GPU memory. But BiasedMFPreHash and
The overall performance of BiasedMFPreHash and NeuMFPreHash
NeuMFPreHash significantly reduces the number of model paramein Amazon datasets, compared with other baselines, is shown in
ters, especially on the datasets in which users are much more than
Table 2. Due to the lack of content features in Amazon datasets, it
items.
is unsuitable for applying feature-based deep models (Wide&Deep,
5.2 Efficiency of PreHash
ACCM) here. So the comparison between them will be conducted
on the RSC2017 dataset. As the space is limited, the performances
To better verify the efficiency of PreHash (RQ2), we show the numof all models on RSC2017 dataset will be reported in Section 5.3.
ber of model parameters and training time per epoch on Amazon
First, as for the baseline models, it is clear that the original NeuMF
datasets in Table 3. The following observations can be made. Firstly,
and BiasedMF perform worst among the models. The reason is that
PreHash reduces the model parameters of BiasedMF and NeuMF
CF methods usually are effective with sufficient feedbacks. Howat a large margin. On some datasets with many more users than
ever, the datasets in our experiments all have a sparsity larger than
items, it saves more than 90% of parameters because there is no
99.99%, so a naive MF method cannot handle such sparse datasets.
more a huge user preference matrix. It will directly affect the cost
SVD++, which takes all the user historical feedbacks into considof training, deploying, and running of recommender algorithms in
eration, performs slightly better than BiasedMF. It indicates that
real-world systems. Secondly, although PreHash trades some time
explicitly modeling the user history is helpful. FISM outperforms
for space, results show that models with PreHash take only slightly
other baselines significantly. It has no such a user preference matrix
more time than the original ones. (The statistics may have small
as BiasedMF & SVD++ and makes recommendations based on item
fluctuations due to the busyness of the running devices.) PreHash
similarities. The good performance of FISM verifies that MF based
is slower than indexing a vector from a user matrix, but the signifimethods perform badly on large-scale sparse data, and it is essential
cant reduction of parameters and improvements of performance
to consider representing user preferences in other ways. Besides,
deserve the small cost. Thirdly, BiasedMF, NeuMF, and SVD++ canFISM is based on item similarity, whose results show that reprenot be trained on the Books dataset because the GPU memory size
senting users as their interacted items sometimes performs better
exceeded. Although they can be trained on CPUs, the time cost
than using a user embedding matrix. It is also verified by recent
will be unacceptable. It means that we need many more resources
findings that ItemKNN works better than many state-of-the-art
to run these models on large datasets. In real-world recommender
neural models [6].
systems, the issue is more prominent. FISM, BiasedMFPreHash and
Then, looking into the performance of our model, we can see
NeuMFPreHash finish the training because they have no such a huge
that if we replace the user preference vectors in BiasedMF with
user vector matrix. BiasedMFPreHash and NeuMFPreHash even have
the PreHash, the model achieves the best results on all the datasets
fewer parameters than the FISM (saved lots of memory resource)
except the NDCG@10 on Grocery & Gourmet Food (comparaand take comparable time to finish an epoch, which verifies the
ble, not significantly worse). And in all scenarios, BiasedMFPreHash
efficiency of PreHash.
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Table 3: Number of parameters and training time per epoch on Amazon datasets.
Grocery & Gourmet Food

Pet Supplies
#Para

Time/epoch

#Para

Time/epoch

#Para

Time/epoch

SVD++ [22]
FISM [20]

71.4M
22.2M

0.10h
0.10h

61.5M
14.1M

0.08h
0.08h

60.2M
7.3M

0.09h
0.08h

822M
309M

Out Of Memory
2.74h

NeuMF [14]
NeuMFPreHash

119.6M
21.4M

0.14h
0.14h

108.1M
13.3M

0.13h
0.12h

112.3M
6.5M

0.11h
0.12h

1326M
298M

Out Of Memory
2.69h

BiasedMF [23]
BiasedMFPreHash

60.7M
10.9M

0.10h
0.11h

54.9M
6.8M

0.07h
0.11h

57.0M
3.4M

0.07h
0.10h

673M
152M

Out of Memory
2.83h

Model

#Para

NDCG@10

P@1

SVD++
FISM

266M
170M

0.7696
0.7819

0.6190
0.6477

NeuMF
NeuMFPreHash

359M
167M

0.7756
0.7851*

0.6371
0.6550*

BiasedMF
BiasedMFPreHash

182M
85M

0.7834
0.7978*

0.6465
0.6680*

evaluate all of the models on different groups of users (RSC2017
is applied to include feature-based deep models for comparison).
The users in the test set of RSC2017 are divided into three groups
according to how many items they have interacted with in the training set. Users who have less than 3 interacted items are regarded
as rare-interaction users (l ≤ 3), and rich-history users are those
who have 10 or more historical interactions (l ≥ 10). Other users
are normal users (3 < l < 10). We evaluate models with or without
PreHash separately on these three groups of users.

Wide&Deep
Wide&DeepPreHash

182M
85M

0.8285
0.8396*

0.7144
0.7278*

Table 5: Performance (NDCG@10) of users with different
number of history interactions l on RSC2017.

ACCM
ACCMPreHash

182M
85M

0.8297
0.8351*

0.7215
0.7267*

Flexibility of PreHash

As introduced in Section 3.5, PreHash is not designed for a specific
model. We have combined PreHash with some MF based models
(BiasedMF, NeuMF) in previous sections. Now we are going to
verify if deep neural algorithms (Wide&Deep, ACCM) with various
content features and sparse user ID features as inputs can consider
being enhanced by PreHash (RQ3). The Amazon datasets contain
few content features of users or items, which are not suitable for
feature-based deep models. We use RSC2017 dataset to evaluate
these models, because the dataset provides plenty of both user and
item content features for the model to capture user preferences and
item characteristics. Previous MF based models and baselines are
also reported here.
Results in Table 4 show that on RSC2017, all of the models are
enhanced by PreHash and achieve significant improvements, including the two feature-based deep models. It verifies that PreHash
is flexible to be applied to various models, no matter traditional
models or deep neural models, no matter MF models or featurebased models. Wide&Deep and ACCM perform significantly better
than other models because they utilize more content features.
Note that BiasedMF, Wide&Deep, and ACCM have a similar
number of parameters because the user and item embedding matrix
dominates the parameters. Although hundreds of content features
and fully-connected deep layers bring tens of thousands of parameters, they are negligible comparing to the huge user and item
embedding matrix. The remaining parameters in the PreHash enhanced models are most item embeddings. These embeddings are
replaceable by item vectors learned from plenty of item features in
real-world recommender systems.

5.4

Books

Time/epoch

Table 4: PreHash enhanced models on RSC2017.

5.3

Video Games

#Para

Performance of Rare-Interaction Users

To study whether PreHash improves the recommendation performance for rare-interaction users (RQ4), we use the RSC2017 to

Model

l≤3

3 < l < 10

l ≥ 10

NeuMF
NeuMFPreHash

0.7215
0.7336*

0.7919
0.8071*

0.8029
0.8254*

BiasedMF
BiasedMFPreHash

0.7325
0.7428*

0.8013
0.8149*

0.8109
0.8285*

Wide&Deep
Wide&DeepPreHash

0.7793
0.7871*

0.8405
0.8563*

0.8581
0.8787*

ACCM
ACCMPreHash

0.7828
0.7883*

0.8429
0.8556*

0.8563
0.8615*

Experimental results are shown in Table 5. It is clear that all
models perform better on rich-history users than rare-interaction
users. It is reasonable because warm users have more history interactions that help models capture their preferences. Among the
baseline models without PreHash, NeuMF and BiasedMF perform
the worst, especially on rare-interaction users, because they do
not utilize the content features as the other two deep models. The
four models achieve significant improvements on all three groups
of users after enhanced by PreHash. It is not easy to make such
improvements for rare-interaction users without utilizing external
information. PreHash is powerful, for the hash part explicitly takes
the preferences of warm users who have interacted with similar
items of target users to help make recommendations. Together with
the history part, it also provides more accurate preference modeling
for warm users by filtering the noises in history and modeling item
relevance.

6 FURTHER ANALYSIS
6.1 Ablation Study
To better understand the influence of different parts in PreHash,
we conduct an ablation study on Video Games dataset. Results are
shown in Table 6.
If we weight-sum the historical item vectors with the History Attention, and replace the user preference vector in BiasedMF with the

Table 6: Results of ablation study on Video Games.
Model

NDCG@10

P@1

0.4919
0.5613
0.5609
0.5595
0.5720*

0.2849
0.3668
0.3679
0.3629
0.3772*

BiasedMF
BiasedMFHistory Part
BiasedMFJaccard
BiasedMFK-means
BiasedMFPreHash

output history vector uv of History Part in PreHash (without Hash
Part), i.e., BiasedMFHistory Part , it makes significant improvements.
The reason is that the latent vectors in the MF-based CF model
can hardly capture the user history and preferences when the data
is super sparse. Besides, different items contain distinct amounts
of information about user preferences, and they are related to the
target item in various degrees. The History Attention helps capture
these differences among the items adaptively. To compare PreHash
with some clustering/matching methods, we adopt K-means on the
user history to form h clusters, and use the cluster-ID to represent
the users (BiasedMFK-means ). We also try that after select h warm
users as anchors, for each non-anchor user, we calculate the Jaccard
similarities between he/she and every anchor user based on their
interacted items. And we assign the non-anchor user to the anchor
user (bucket) with the largest Jaccard similarity (BiasedMFJaccard ).
Either K-means and Jaccard can replace the hash part, but they both
perform worse than PreHash, which shows the effectiveness of PreHash to model similar user preferences. Finally, with a Hash Part,
the BiasedMF enhanced by the entire PreHash (BiasedMFPreHash )
achieves the best results. The Hash Part improves the ability of the
model to handle users without sufficient history, especially those
rare-interaction users, which is one of the toughest problems in
real-world recommender systems.

Parameter Study

0.580

0.580

0.575

0.575

Test NDCG@10

Test NDCG@10

6.2

0.570
0.565
0.560
0.555
0.550
8

16

32

64 128 256 512 1024 2048

h - Number of Hash Buckets

6.3

Case Study
Bucket No. 999

Item No. 14267

Item No. 17756

Item No. 18431

Item No. 21336

Item No. 19250

Bucket No. 1000

Item No. 26205

Item No. 21671

Item No. 22485

Figure 3: Case study on Video Games.
To find out what PreHash has learned in the buckets, we take
some buckets (No.999 and No.1000) as examples. We collect the
history of users in each bucket and rank items according to how
many users in the bucket bought the item. Figure 3 are the most
popular items in the two buckets (in the provided metadata, we can
only find information of three items among the top five). It is clear
that after the hierarchical hash, the two buckets are related but
different from each other. Popular items in the bucket No.999 are
CDs of games on Sony Play Station 2/3, and most of them are about
fighting. Items in the bucket No.1000 are hardware devices such
as Sony Play Station 3 and its matching handles and chargers. The
results show the effectiveness of PreHash, which stores different
kinds of preferences in different buckets.

0.570

7

0.565

The main idea of the paper comes up when we try to deploy some
deep CF models on an industry recommender system. Most of these
models build a user embedding matrix that needs unacceptable
computing resources. So we attempt to represent all the users with
limited embeddings (hash buckets). In this work, a novel Preference Hash (PreHash) module is proposed to model large-scale users
including rare-interaction ones in the recommendation. Previous
studies rarely tackle efficiency and cold-start problems together. Besides, PreHash can cooperate with various recommendation models
by replacing the user vector matrix. Our experiments show that
PreHash not only improves the performance of different models but
also reduces the parameters. It is an efficient and effective module
that helps apply previously proposed models to large-scale realworld recommender systems.
In the future, we consider improving PreHash by designing better anchor user selection methods. It is important to consider the
typicality of anchor users and how to place them in different buckets. Besides, how to improve the item representation together with
users is also an interesting problem.

0.560
0.555
0.550

0

of different users without enough historical information. The performance stops growing when the number of hash buckets is larger
than thousands. The reason is that too many buckets increase the
difficulty of the hash process, and a more powerful hash strategy
is needed in such cases. Similarly, by exploring and considering
more hash buckets (larger K), the performance grows because of
more accurate preference modeling and stops increasing when the
K is large enough. We finally use h = 1024 and K = 128 for both
effectiveness and efficiency.

1

16

32

64

128

256

512

K - Top / Random Exploration Number

Figure 2: Performance of BiasedMFPreHash on Video Games
with different amounts of hash buckets.
We also study the performances when BiasedMFPreHash with different numbers of hash buckets and different top numbers in the
hashing process (or random exploration number in the training
process). The results on Video Games dataset are shown in Figure 2
(K is no larger than 128 when changing h, and h is fixed to 1024
when changing K). h = 0 means there is no hash part, and the
history vector uv replaces the user vectors in BiasedMF. As shown
in the figure, a small number of hash buckets even work worse than
no hash buckets. We think the reason is that storing too many users’
preferences in a bucket vector makes the vectors overload and probably chaotic. As the number of hash buckets increasing, the model
performance keeps improving. It is because these buckets store
different categories of users, and thus, more buckets differentiate
more categories of users. These buckets help model the preferences

CONCLUSIONS

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/amazon/productGraph/metadata.json.gz
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